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I am writing this in Nigeria from the All Africa Church 

Conference. From up here one gets a clear view of the South. 

South Africa is a white fortress. Each day, each month, 

each year, the Nationalists make it stronger. '!hey make the walls 

thicker, they make them higher. Each year more and more of the 

white inhabitants are called from other jobs. They have to guard 

the fortress. 

Yet in the long view, no one believes that the fortress 

will endure. Sooner or later it must yield. But till then the 

inhabitants must all be on guard. 

Is there no other wa:y out than this? Must white South 

.Ai'ricans live like this all their lives? This paper doesn't think 

so. It• t hinks there is a better wa:y. This paper is being published 

because som people believe there is a better way. 

We don 1t think it rill be an easy way. We expect it to 

provide som headaches and heartaches. But it offers a man somthing 

better than a fortress life, something better th~_ to spend his 

life guard~g .. the status quo. 

What is our political problem? It is to move from white 

supremacy to non-racial democracy as quickly, as soundly, as we 

can. We have to do this because we ought to. But we also have 

to do it because we have to. The world demands it, quite gently 

now, more loudly tomorrow. 
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Slavery went, child labour went, the inferior status of 

women is going. Apartheid will go too. It has become, not 

merely distasteful, but dOffllright offensive to most of the world. 

It has become embarrassing to the rest, because it could set 

the world on fire. 

Up here in Nigeria they are angry with Great Britain for 

abstaining from voting on apartheid in the United Nations Assembly. 

Many told me they would not stay in a Commonwealth that regards 

race discrimination as a domestic affair. 

Up here in Nigeria, South Africa is the mst important topic 

in the world. They talk all the time about South Africa. Ten 

young student teachers from St. Paul I s College in Ibadan came to 

see me and to ask me what they could do to help South Africa. 

Everywhere we went, the Nigerians wanted to talk to the South Africans. 

Even at this Church Conference passions flared up on the 

question of race discrimination. They flared up once on the use of 

the word "native". They flared up again on the question of 

segregation of the land. People up here don't think these are 

matters of politics. They think they are matters of justice and 

therefore of religion. They think so with an intensity that must 

be seen to be believed. How I wished white South Africa could 

have seen itl Perhaps they will one day, on television. Or 

perhaps they won •t, because it will be declared to be racial 

inciterent. 
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This is the kind of world our children are being born in 

to, the countries of Africa advancing everywhere to independence, 

first the British colonies, aI¥i dependencies, then surely the 

Belgian and the French, ultimately the Portuguese. This is the 

kind of world we have to prepare ourselves and our children 

to live in. 

That seems to ne to be the only politica1 question worth 

discussing in South Africa. How do we move by sound and construc

tive steps away from mite supremacy? How do we avoid violence 

and catastrophe? How do we get white people to agree to want 

to share lilaerty, responsibility and power? 

It seems to me that not only the Nationalist Party, but 

also the l.hited Party, stand to maintain white supremacy, the 

first by force, the second "by consent". 

Is this the most rea1istic thinking that white South Af rica 

can produce? This paper doesn 1t believe it, and this paper intends 

to suppor t realistic thinking. 

Of course the Nationalists say that they are the realists. 

They sa:y that the Liberals are kicking against the pricks of 

inflexible white determination to remain the "baas". But great 

events mi~t h9:f:3;/a~/ to change that inflexibility into flexibility. 

The realism of the Nationalists is the realism of despair. 

And in the end it will lead, if it is not checked, to the 

destruction of all that Nationalism stands for, including Afrik~~dom 

itself. 
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I believe, and 'ff!Y' Liberal Party associates believe, and this 

paper believes, that white South Africans must learn to see their 

fellows as men and women, lrl.th like fears and hopes, with like 

potentialities, with like lrl.llingness to do their duty, and to 
~(., 
.s.av-e their comtry. We believe that anyone who wants to live in 

Africa must be willing to live there on the same terms as anyone 

else. 

We believe that all men are equal, and that while it i:s m1 De., 
'Viii ~e.. 

dangerous to give them equality, it ,iis' fatal not to do it. 

We believe that every right and every responsibility should be 

open to all mm and women. We believe that the maintaining of 

this belief creates conf'idence and gives hope for peace. 

These ideas we will propagate as persuasively, as 

intelligently, as faithfully and as long as we are able. 
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